Parenthetical (In-Text) Citation:
will appear at the END of your sentence
AFTER the information you QUOTED or PARAPHRASED from your source.

Two Important Parts:
The SOURCE’S LAST NAME followed by the PAGE NUMBER of where you cited your information.

Example:
Your passage will be located here, when you “quote an author, you will have the in-text citation at the end with”
(Author’s Last Name pg#).
*DO NOT place COMMAS in this information*

Example:
Archaeologists have shown that wild dogs diverged from wolves about ten thousand years ago (Jones 27).
As the author states in his article, “there are two different kinds of learning styles” (Gladwell 76).

Citing Books & Other Sources:
Book Citations will have the following

Examples:
Book with One Author

Book with a Corporate/Organization Author

Academic Journals Citations will have the following:
Author, “Article Title.” Journal Title Date or Volume.Issue (Year): page numbers. Medium of Publication.

Electronic Sources:
Website with Author
Author, “Article Title.” Title of the Website Publisher, Date of Article. Web. Date of Your Access.

Website with Corporate Author
Author, Title of the Website Publisher, Date of Article. Web. Date of Your Access.

Other Sources:
Personal Interviews
Author, Personal Interview. Date of Interview.

Date Format:
Day, Month(abrev.), Year
Example
12 Sept. 2008

For More MLA Citation Formats refer to Writing Today textbook:
3rd Edition- Pages 470-492
2nd Edition- Pages 504-527